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My name is Roxana Carolina Perca Chagua. I am an English teacher at a 

public school in Tacna, the southernmost city in Peru. I hold a permanent 

position since 2018. My school is part of an educational service model 

called JEC schools which can be translated as “full-time school day” in 

which students receive 5 hours of English classes a week in a pre-

pandemic context. When the pandemic started the Peruvian government 

launched the strategy “Learning at Home” with 5 areas: Mathematics, 

Science and Technology, Communication, DPCC, Physical education and 

Art; English was not included. However, the Local Educational 

Management Unit (UGEL Tacna) indicated that the areas not focused on 

the strategy could start activities since July 15ᵗʰ and no more than an hour 

a week. In the context described before, teaching English from July 

2020 to July 2021 has been a real challenge for me for the reasons I am 

going to present bellow.

 ¹Jornada Escolar Completa

First, a problematic situation was unveiled and challenged through 

teamwork. At the beginning of 2020 three new teachers started working 

at school. We met one week before the lockdown. At the first week we 

studied general knowledge about the Peruvian National Curriculum and 

learnt general guidelines to elaborate our planning. When the pandemic 
started, I started a WhatsApp group called “Cesar Cohaila Tamayo English team”
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in which we coordinated joined actions to attend our students. We 

analyzed together the social scenario our pupils were faced we elaborate 

a survey via google form to know about them and the electronic sources 

they had. The reality we faced was dramatic. Our communication with 

students was limited to a WhatsApp chat box because most of our 

students' families could not afford optimal technology for their children 

to participate in virtual classes. To illustrate this, they did not possess any 

laptops, computers or even a smartphone. Many students shared their 

telephones with their siblings or waited for their parents to read the 

WhatsApp messages. Furthermore, due to the economic crises some 

students were living temporary in remote towns where their parents used 

to live. In such conditions, internet and smartphones was a luxury of a few. 

Parents started to bought internet per week for their children to study.

A�er we explored the school context and our student's necessities, we 

presented a project called “Teaching English via WhatsApp”. The idea was 

based on the production of short videos less than 7 minutes to be shared 

via WhatsApp. We delegated each member of the group the responsibility 

of elaborating material for one specific level (1ˢᵗ, 2ⁿᵈ, 3ʳᵈ, 4ᵗʰ -5ᵗʰ). The 

beneficial point was that we were working as a team and everybody 

contributed to the teacher portfolio. We designed first a presentation 

video via Prezi, but that video was the beginning of great adventure.

Second, technology tested our imagination and creativity.  It was a 

real challenge not only for English teachers at Cesar Cohaila Tamayo 

School, but for students, too. We, as teachers were limited to WhatsApp 

chat box for being economical and accessible for most of our students. 

That's why on a first stage we aim to present short.  This first step was 

difficult because we didn't have any training about video production. One
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colleague once had used Prezi, an interactive presentation so�ware, so 

we decided to tried this product first. We designed our first video here and 

then we recorded it using Screencast-o-matic, which this so�ware 

allowed as to record our screen while we presented the Prezi slide. In this 

doing we set a sequence according to the guidelines offered by the Local 

Pedagogical Unit of Tacna, in other words, we produced micro classes to 

be heard and watched again and again. 

Third, what about the content? At a first stage, our content followed a 

Presentation-Practice-Production methodoly; however, as our 

understanding of the competency-based curriculum grew, we were 

changing the video sequence. We already knew that the “Learning at 

home” strategy focalized urgent topics such as: hygiene, covid-19 

measures, mental health, physical care, environmental care, for mention 

a few. So, we analyzed the Communication area sequence and set some 

key point: meaningful situation, text, comprehension questions, and 

challenge. Then, we used to write or adapted short text to be presented in 

the video about these topics like emails, cards, short descriptive text. 

Next, we elaborated some comprehension question in a literal level and a 

grammar point section that was assigned as homework. Happily, 

students seemed to understand the sequence and started sending their 

tasks though photos of their notebook via WhatsApp. Fortunately, few 

month later the English area was included in the strategy “Learning at 

home”. We were glad to know we were teaching effectively because our 

sequence had some similar points in common. 

Fourth, how we teach via text messages and fulfill the national 

curriculum competencies. As I mentioned above, our first strategy was 

the short videos, then we used the chat just to call the attendance and 
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practice some grammar as an introduction to present the video till a strategy 

about enhancing critical thinking through questions started to be applied in 

our school. As this was a school policy, we learnt the different levels of 

questions: literal, inferential and critical for the comprehension of written and 

oral texts through workshops we organized as a team to plan a conversation 

via WhatsApp as an English language session. For this, we adapted the 

activities of the strategy Learning at Home for the English area. Specifically, 

we selected the tittle, t meaningful situation, the text, the final product and 

the evaluation criteria. Once we had the texts, we designed the questioning in 

a multiple choice and sometimes fill in the blanks format. The video that at 

the beginning was the start turn into a support for students that couldn't 

attend the class or that needed to recuperate in 7 minutes what we had done 

in the one-hour class. And we did it once again! Students' participation 

increased significatively. 

Finally, we can say that although the period July-2020 to July 2021 was hard 

we faced the challenge with creativity, expertise, effort and teamwork.  We 

even received a national recognition: We won a contest as innovative 

educational project with the tittle: Enhancing critical knowledge in the 

comprehension of reading text via WhatsApp: A video to be seen again and 

again. Also, we were invited to present our job in a regional educational 

program called Successful Teaching Experiences in Tacna. I really think that 

all effort in education worth it. Especially when you put your heart and 

vocation in something that benefit childhood. I would like to end this essay 

with my favorite Paulo Freire's words: “Education must begin with the 

solution of the student-teacher contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the 

contradiction so that both are simultaneously teachers and students.” 

By
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Figure 11. Birds on Boca del Rio beach
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